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INHFA Budget Submission 2022 

2. Introduction 

When drafting this year’s budget proposal, we are very conscious of the ongoing impact of 

Covid-19 with regard to safeguarding public health while balancing this against wider 

economic concerns. In operating through this new normal it is vital that economic activity 

continues and where required State support is given. This will be of major importance in 

rural areas and in our beef and sheep sectors which are intrinsically linked to the wellbeing 

of many rural communities. 

While acknowledging the ongoing impact of Covid-19 it is also important to recognise other 

significant threats facing Irish agriculture and our rural communities.  EU Trade Deals, 

Climate Change concerns and the new EU Biodiversity Strategy are all live issues that will 

impact possibly long after Covid 19. 

For our suckler and sheep farmers, it is vital that adequate support is provided through 

relevant welfare schemes and that these sectors are not undermined by demands to limit or 

reduce numbers. 

Over the last year, we have seen a budget provided to Bord Bia towards the marketing of 

naturally reared suckler beef. This is something we have lobbied for which was included in 

our previous budget submissions and can be a major benefit in the development of 

necessary new markets. The €6m budget allocated here should only be seen as a good 

starting point which is why we have in this budget submission sought to have this funding 

doubled.   

With regard to the marketing of lamb, the INHFA has been involved with the Kepak Group 

and Bord Bia in the marketing of light lamb under the Atlantic Hill Lamb brand. This has 

been instrumental in delivering a higher price for lamb (especially on our hills) over the last 

number of years. In the coming years as prices fluctuate this market will continue to play a 

vital role for these farmers (even those that don’t sell into it) which is why we are looking 

for additional support through Bord Bia in this budget submission. 
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On climate change and the EU Biodiversity Strategy launched in May 2020, the INHFA are 

worried that proposals in this strategy will be used to deliver on climate change ambition 

through the rewetting of peat soils. Proposals in the strategy to increase the area of Natura 

2000 land to 30% and introduce a new designation type that is targeted at these peat soils is 

a major concern.  

For over 20 years’ farmers and landowners with designated lands have endured a blatantly 

unfair burden that has undermined their income and devalued their lands. With successive 

Governments ignoring these legitimate concerns it is now time that this issue is addressed 

The budget proposals we are making can if implemented provide essential support for our 

suckler and sheep sectors which will stimulate economic activity in many of our rural 

communities where these industries are critical.  These proposals can also provide the first 

step in addressing long-standing concerns on the issue of land designations and illustrate to 

everyone how ‘a just transition’ can be more than just a soundbite. 
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4. Agriculture - Income Support 

4.1 Farm Assist 

This Scheme is a vital income support for farmers but it has its limitations. Specifically, as this is a 

means-tested income support there is little or no incentive for a farmer to improve their farm 

income as they could be penalised through a reduction or possible entire loss of their payment. We 

need a new approach and as the Covid 19 support payments has illustrated all things are possible if 

the will is there.  

The INHFA is proposing that the Government introduces on a trial basis 500 spaces for a ‘Universal 

Basic Income’ Here farmers currently on the Farm Assist can move across (voluntary) to receive a 

weekly allowance (Basic Income) of €200/week pre-qualifying adult and €100/week for dependent 

children. This trial payment would be guaranteed for three years irrespective of any improvement 

in circumstances through for example new employment or the establishment of a new business. 

The Basic Income would be identified as income in their tax returns and eligible for tax if their 

overall income merited taxing. The only requirement on their behalf would be that they continue 

to farm. After the three-year trial period, the farmer could return (if their income warranted it) to 

the Farm Assist Scheme or its equivalent.  

 In addition to this we are recommending the following changes to improve the roll-out and 

accessibility of the Farm Assist Programme: 

1. Reduction of income assessed in the means test from 70% to 50%. 

2 For the Agri/Environmental Scheme disregard we are recommending increasing the initial 

disregard from €2540 up to €5,000 with 50% of the balance being disregarded. This can be 

justified based on the ongoing threat to biodiversity and climate change which will allow direct 

costs to be offset against the income.  

3. The INHFA fundamentally disagree with Capital Assets (such as savings, investments and 

property being considered as income on an imputed basis. INHFA believe they should be 

assessed on income generated. However, we appreciate that a phased reform of the system is 

the best way to go and suggest the following as a realistic option in this year’s budget: 

Increase the disregard from the first €20,000 up to €30,000  

Assess the €30,000 to €40,000 at €1 for every €1,000 (currently €2 per €1,000) 

Assess anything more than €40,000 at €2 per €1000 (currently €4 per €1000) 

In relation to PRSI contributions we are recommending the following: 

A farmer that was on Farm Assist pre-2006 who paid PRSI should get paid contributions “S” 

rate for any periods on Farm Assist.  

Farmer who didn’t pay PRSI pre-2006 and was on Farm Assist should get credited PRSI 

contributions for any periods on Farm Assist. 
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5.1 Rural Social Scheme (RSS) 

The RSS is a community service provision scheme where farmers provide vital services in their 

local community in return for a payment.  It is not an activation or a training scheme. 

The RSS is vital scheme for the farming population and for the communities that benefit from their 

skills. The fact that its flexible hours allow farmers to combine their farm duties with their off-farm 

tasks is a very effective use of a valuable resource for both the community and the agriculture 

industry. It allows a farmer to contribute to their community and pay “A” rate PRSI contributions in 

areas where there is little chance of employment. We have seen during Covid the important work 

being done by Schemes such as the Rural Social Scheme work such as Meals on wheels, doing 

pharmacy runs for the elderly etc. 

The INHFA proposes the following; 

1. A farmer or fisherman who is eligible, subject to a periodic means test, for the RSS should 

automatically be entitled to full personal rate, IQA and child dependent allowance 

irrespective of the means assessed under the means test. This is the way the scheme 

operated very successfully from 2003 up until 2012 when the rules were changed leaving 

very little incentive, particularly for those with a dependent adult or dependent children to 

go on the scheme as they only benefit from 19.5 hours of work by a little over €1/hour.  

2. The 6-year cap on a farmer’s duration on the scheme should be abolished (introduced in 

2012). This would provide security into the future to participants on the scheme and 

continuity of a valuable resource to the Local Development Companies and Communities 

who depend on RSS staff. 

3. Given the RSS has low numbers of participants and that the number of recipients of Farm 

Assist is also small, all those applicants who are eligible to go on the scheme should be 

accommodated on the scheme as far as possible by an increase in the number of 

participants on the scheme to 5,000 as a first step. 
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6. Agriculture – Farm Support 

6.1 Rebranding & marketing of our suckler beef sector  

In our 10-point plan for the suckler industry launched in July 2019 we outlined a strategy that 

involved the rebranding of suckler beef. This strategy focused on the need to recognise the unique 

farming system that, prioritises quality over quantity, an animal reared in nature by its mother and 

produced with a low or carbon-neutral footprint. If marketed separately this naturally reared suckler 

beef can deliver a premium price. In addition to this, we also see potential to develop a market for 

naturally reared lighter carcass beef. A product such as this will lead to a reduction in the overall 

feeding requirement from grass and in particular meal which will reduce our GHG emissions. These 

are two products that are very marketable to a consumer with a heightened awareness of climate 

change and biodiversity loss. 

Last Autumn at the Beef Taskforce, a commitment was given to provide funding (€6m over three 

years) towards the marketing and development of a naturally reared suckler beef brand. This 

funding is a clear recognition of the potential for naturally reared suckler beef which can if 

adequately supported deliver a significant increase in the market value of this unique product 

INHFA is proposing an increase in the funding from the €2/year currently outlined up to €4m/year 

to deliver an overall budget of €12m over the next three years. Of equal importance to increasing 

this budget is ensuring we don’t undermine the suckler sector and its marketing potential.  

On this basis proposals outlined in the new CAP to limit the suckler sector is in our opinion an 

attempt to do this. Likewise, the Bord Bia report to the Beef Taskforce expressing the need to be 

cautious in developing a suckler brand as it may do reputational damage to the overall Irish beef 

offering. 

These mixed messages are a concern and indicate to us that our suckler farmers are of secondary 

importance.  

6.2 Direct support for our suckler industry 

Professor Michael Wallace of UCD outlined how our suckler herd is worth over €2.9bn to our 

economy and creates 52,000 full-time jobs. An industry of that size which operates in parts of the 

country where other economic activity is low or non-existent needs to be supported 

The measures outlined in 6.2 can in time delivery for our suckler farmers but until such time as the 

market delivers a better return, there is a need to provide direct support to our suckler farmers. This 

support is needed to maintain cow numbers and more critically the farmers who know and 
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understand the stock and their farming systems. In last year’s budget, both the BDGP and BEEP were 

rolled over with the indication that this would also apply for 2022. 

In our 10-point plan, we outlined details of a Beef cow/calf health plan which would pay farmers 

based on the completion of specific welfare measures. Over the last two budgets, we saw the 

introduction of a BEEP Scheme’s which captured some of the proposals outlined in the Beef cow/calf 

health plan. To ensure continued support for suckler farmers in 2022 we are willing to support the 

continuation of the BEEP Scheme with certain changes and additions. 

INHFA is proposing the following:  

As was indicated last year the roll-over of the BDGP for 2022 with its current budget. With regard 

to BEEP-S we are seeking a budget increase of €60m for 2022 to deliver an overall budget of 

€100m. There is also a need to review the existing measures to provide a higher emphasis on 

animal welfare. The scheme should aim to deliver a front-loaded payment on the first 10 cows 

with a degressive payment thereafter.  By following this model, we can target the money at the 

smaller suckler farmer who is the cornerstone of the industry.  

 7. Sheep Supports 

7.1 Sheep Welfare Scheme 

This Scheme which was rolled over for 2021 is a critical income source in a very challenging 

marketplace that has seen major fluctuations in price. Last year it was indicated that there would be 

a change in the reference year which would accommodate farmers that have increased their flock 

size. While two years were suggested 2017 and 2019 no final decision has yet been indicated and it 

is vital that this is resolved.  

While the scheme has been well received by farmers there are additions that we believe could help 

the overall sheep sector and in particular, the hill sheep sector both of which have experienced a 

very difficult year. 

The INHFA is proposing the following:          

1. A continuation of the welfare scheme for 2022 with an increased budget of €18m to deliver an 

annual budget of €36m and paying up to €20/ewe. 

2. Additional welfare options to be added to the menu including a replacement ewe lamb measure 

(20-25%) as part of the overall flock number. This can assist in bio-security. Another measure to 

consider is shearing which, considering the price of wool is now a considerable welfare cost for 

farmers. 
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3. As cash-flow is a major issue for farmers through Spring we are recommending that 80% of an 

advance payment from the sheep welfare be made by the 15th April with the balance made the 

following February on completion of the agreed measures.   

4. The introduction of EID Tagging has added an additional cost that will not be recovered from the 

market place. This full cost for EID tagging now needs to be covered and can be done from some of 

the unspent funds in the current sheep welfare scheme.  

8.1 Marketing of Light Lamb 

The INHFA have over the last number of years in association with Kepak and Bord Bia helped 

developed a market for light lamb (10-15kg) under the Atlantic Hill Lamb brand.  This market (which 

has been vital for our hill lambs) has been instrumental in delivering a higher price to farmers both in 

our meat factories and in our marts. The market which has a domestic and European element has 

major potential for expansion if support is provided. 

The INHFA are seeking an additional €1m annually to be provided to Bord Bia for the further 

development of our light lamb markets at national and on a global level. 

8.2 Developing an Irish Woollen Industry 

In last year’s budget submission, we outlined the impact the ongoing collapse in the price of wool 

was having on farmers and how we were at the point that they were unable to give it away. 

Unfortunately, the situation hasn’t improved over the last year and while we want to acknowledge 

the commitment made by the Government of €100,000 for a feasibility study towards research and 

development of new wool products and markets, there is a need to do more. 

INHFA Proposal; We are calling for an Intervention Model to deal with the backlog of wool in the 

absence of no market to cover costing for this product. 

A new Budget for R&D of €3m to be carried out after the proposed feasibility study has been 

completed. At this point, we should be in a position to determine possible options for wool. Any 

R&D funding should be with a third level intuition and key stakeholders in the farming community 

and have clear objectives and timelines included.   
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9.1     Agri-environmental Schemes 

Last year we believed that at least €79m annually would be made available to the development of a 

transitional Agri-environment scheme for farmers that are currently not in GLAS. What has been 

presented since this, is, to say the least very disappointing. The new REAP Scheme with an increased 

budget of only €20m and facilitating up to 5,000 farmers are in sharp contrast to what was indicated 

in the Programme for Government talks in June 2020. 

In the design of the new REAP Scheme, farmers on commonage lands and those on hill land where 

heather featured were excluded. This despite the fact that a high percentage of this land had a 

Natura 2000 designation. 

When excluding these farmers many of which were in AEOS or REPS the DAFM have once again 

found themselves at variance with the Indenco Mid-Term Review of the 2014-2020 RDP which in 

acknowledging the importance of these schemes to farmers’ incomes recommended there be no 

gaps between Agri-environmental Schemes.  This issue must now be addressed as a matter of 

priority. 

INHFA are proposing the continued roll-over of GLAS so all farmers currently in GLAS can continue 

in the scheme and receive payment for their contribution. The current GLAS budget will need to be 

available to deliver on this. 

In addition to the roll-over of GLAS, we are seeking a one-year scheme with appropriate conditions 

for farmers that are currently not in any Agri-environmental scheme. This must focus on the 

farmers we have outlined. To ensure access for all an adequate budget of between €50 and €100m 

should be available with the National Carbon Fund an obvious revenue source for this.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

9.2 Areas of Natural Constraint Scheme (ANC) 

 This scheme is a vital income support to the many farmers operating on our hills and other 

constrained lands as the full payment is made to the farmer without any additional costs.  

In relation to this scheme, the INHFA are proposing the following:                                                                           

1. Increase the ANC budget by €25m which will bring the overall budget up to €275m.                                                                       

2. This additional funding should be targeted similarly to previous increases which will see almost 

90% targeted on categories 1 and 2.  

3. By using the INHFA 3-point plan of front-loading the first 20ha, increasing the rate per hectare 

and increasing eligible hectares from 34 to 40 this additional funding can get farmers up to €5000.                                                                           
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10.1 TAMS  

This is critical support for on-farm investment that has seen in the region of €250m issued to 

over 15,000 farmers since its inception in 2015. However, the uptake for suckler and sheep 

farmers has been low which we believe is due to the options that are available for grant aid. 

INHFA Proposal; That the following measures be included for grant aid under TAMS.                                    

1. Re-roofing and strengthening of existing roofs and walls on older sheds and farm 

buildings to help in extreme weather conditions.                                                                                                                    

2. That grant aid would be extended to drones which will assist farmers with hill flocks.                               

3.With regard to sheep fencing and the requirement for farmers with Natura land or those 

on a shoreline to secure planning permission. A provision needs to be made to cover the 

full cost of this planning. This provision should be in addition to the existing grant 

available for the fence.                          

10.2   Standard Farm Safety Training Module 

The agricultural sector in Ireland, which is one of the most hazardous sectors, continues to have a 

poor occupational safety and health record. Each year fatalities in the sector account for between 

30% and 50% of all workplace deaths. Awareness and education can we believe be a major help in 

addressing this problem. 

The INHFA are looking for a budget of €8m to be made available from the State to encourage 

participation in a voluntary Farm Safety Training Module. The module we are proposing a 6-hour 

standardised training course which can be done over one day or over two nights. Farmers would 

receive a €100 payment for attending and this would not be eligible for tax. The Government 

should look at recovering the cost of trainers and venue hire for these modules from the Insurance 

companies who stand to benefit from this initiative through reduced claims. The training module 

would be designed by or in consultation with the HSA and farmers should be encouraged to re-sit 

every three years and receive a tax-free payment with it. The course should also form part of the 

Green Cert Module with the same payment and rules regarding timeframe applying. 
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11.1 Forestry  

The Afforestation Scheme is currently designed such that non-farmers (much of whom are pension 

funds from anywhere throughout the world) can buy farmland at a price beyond its agricultural 

value and plant it with evergreen plantations.  In effect, this means that these pension funds many 

of whom are non-Irish and indeed non-European are using Irish exchequer funds to outbid local 

farmers and thus prevent them from increasing the size of their holdings to a more economic level.  

This is economic madness and indeed environmental madness as invariably Sitka Spruce trees are 

planted. 

INHFA Proposal: The Afforestation Scheme funds should only be available to genuine farmers that 

have owned and farmed the land for at least five years. Such a scheme should only facilitate the 

planting of commercial broadleaf or native woodland and encourage all farmers to consider 

planting a portion of their holdings as is practised across many European countries.  Because of the 

longer time to maturity for broadleaf forests the number of years for which premium payments 

are paid needs to be increased (ideally a lifetime premium) to make it attractive to young farmers.  

The Afforestation Scheme requirement to replant, following felling should be removed 

immediately for carbon-rich soils and wetlands. 

11.2 Agroforestry 

The INHFA welcomes recent proposals to increase the payments made towards agroforestry but we 

have reservations on how agroforestry is viewed at Department level. To us, agroforestry is about 

complimenting existing farming and should not be seen as a replacement for farming. It has the 

ability to extend grazing seasons and increase production as well as providing an additional source of 

income and increasing carbon sequestration. Critically it doesn’t reduce your eligible land area or 

undermine farmers Basic Payment. However, the uptake has been slow and while the new proposals 

may help we believe more can be done which is why we are recommending the following: 

An increase in the number of years, the payment is made from 5 up to 20 with the payment rates 

of €645 (or €660 if over 10ha) made on the first 5 years and a reduced rate of €260/ha made for 

the next 15 years. This will encourage more farmers to consider this option which will assist in 

meeting our climate change obligations.  
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12.1 Climate Change and Biodiversity Loss 

The ambitious proposals outlined in the Programme for Government to reduce our Green House Gas 

(GHG) emissions by 50% will provide a major challenge to many sectors of our economy. In deciding 

on this proposal we are concerned that a change in land use on our peat soils through a rewetting 

programme could be seen as a means of delivering a significant portion of this 50% target. 

We also note that the EU Biodiversity Strategy launched in May 2020 outlines proposals to increase 

the area of designated Natura 2000 land (to 30% from 13%) as well as introducing a new designation 

type called strictly protected. This new designation will account for 10% of our land base and is to be 

targeted at carbon-rich soils i.e., peat soils. This provides us with the additional concern which is that 

this designation will be used as a forerunner to target peatlands for designation. In doing this, 

farmers with these lands will be left with no other option only to take whatever minimal payment is 

offered to re-wet them. 

Over 20 years ago we saw the introduction of SAC, SPA and NHA land designations. Initially, farmers 

received a payment of €242/ha through REPS in recognition of this burden and for appropriate 

management practices. However, over the last 15 years, we have seen restrictions increase with 

payment rates drastically reduced. Currently, farmers receive €79/ha through GLAS which requires 

the development of a plan that farmers have to pay for. Resulting from this the total annual 

payment made by the State on natura land (Farmland Habitat) is €6m. Against this, the Natura 

network in Ireland (based on the EU Nature Fitness Check) delivers between €2-3bn annually to the 

economy so the assessment of the burden of these designations currently valued at EU level to be 

€150/ha/year is a very reasonable request. 

To date it has been very easy for the Government and others to outline the need to tackle climate 

change and biodiversity loss while the burden has been passed onto farmers. It is now time the State 

addressed this and deliver on the promise of a just transition. 

                  

On this, the INHFA are proposing the following:                                                     

 1. Commitment of an available annual budget (commencing in 2022) of €120m to pay 

farmers/landowners a rate of €150/ha for every hectare of SAC, SPA or NHA land.  

2.Commitment of a further €214m/year (if required) for the next seven years to cover the overdue 

payments on these lands. This is based on an estimated total debt by the state of €1.5bn. 

It is vital that these issues are prioritised prior to any further suggestion designation.      
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13. Agriculture – Taxation    

13.1 Stamp Duty 

In 2018 there was an across the board increase in stamp duty which was a backward step in terms of 

land mobility and generational renewal. If we are serious about getting young people into 

agriculture, penalising them before they get started is not the way forward.  

INHFA are calling; For relief to continue @ 1% for family farm transfers under the Consanguinity 

clause for the next 3 years. 

 

13.2 Income Tax – Capital Allowances – Health, & Safety 

The current taxation allowances on Capital expenditure such as sheds, handling facilities, etc. which 

allows a tax write off over 8 years at 12.5% needs to change. This change is of particular importance 

with regard to health and safety equipment as the timeframe is too long, especially for older farmers.       

INHFA Proposal is; On health & safety measures allow the full cost to be claimed in the first year. 

For all other capital expenditures allow 50% to be claimed in the first year, 20% in the second year 

and 10% each year for the last three years. This option should also be available as an alternative to 

the 100% write off in year 1 for farmer’s capital expenditure on health and safety measures. 

13.3 Income Tax – Capital Allowances – Environment 

In seeking to deliver better environmental outcomes we need to recognise that there is a cost in 

delivering on this.  

INHFA Proposal; Farmers that deliver on recognised environmental measures such as planting of 

trees or hedgerows will get 100% tax write off in year 1 for this capital expenditure. 

13.4  Income Tax – Capital Allowances – IT Equipment (Covid-19) 

This year there is an extra cost incurred to the farmer in relation to computer costs as all work is 

currently carried out online. If broadband is not in their area they have to pay a farm advisor to 

ensure all paperwork is returned to DAFM. 

INHFA are proposing that: Any IT related equipment e.g. laptop, webcams computers and 

broadband expenses can be fully 100% written off against income tax or apply a tax credit as this 

is the only way that farming business can be done. 
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14.1   Agricultural Retirement Relief 

The requirement that a retiring farmer can only avail of this relief if the Young Farmer or New 

entrant who is taking over the farm commits to spending 50% of their working hours on the farm 

discriminates against part-time farmers and is in fact, creating a poverty trap.                                                                                                                                                          

INHFA Proposal is; Abolish the 50% working hour’s requirement and end this discrimination 

against part-time farmers who need off-farm employment to make ends meet. 

14.2 Deposit Interest Retention Tax (DIRT) 

This is a tax introduced in the 1980s on profit made on savings and investments. 

INHFA are proposing that tax due from these savings/investments amounting to less than 

€50/year should be exempt from DIRT as very often it doesn’t even pay to collect it. 

14.3 Tax exemptions on first €5,000 of CAP Payments 

As previously outlined agriculture is a vital component of our rural economy with many businesses in 

rural areas depending on the money spent by farmers. Very often this money is spent in small cash 

amounts for products and services needed on the farm. These improvements often assist in creating 

a safer workplace. Where this happens receipts are not always kept and in some cases not even 

provided. When this happens it puts the farmer at a major disadvantage with regard to their tax 

returns.         

 INHFA are proposing that the first €5,000 of a farmers CAP payments (BPS, ANC, GLAS etc.) is 

exempt from tax. This will assist farmers who are making cash payments for farm product or 

services which continues to support business in rural areas. It will also farmers many of which are 

older in improving their workplace environment and reducing farm accidents which are more 

common with older farmers. 
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15.1 Rural Development Proposals 

The Covid-19 pandemic has forced us all to re-think key aspects of our lives. A major part of this is 

how and where we work and live. With working from home a more viable option for many there is 

now an opportunity to address urban overcrowding and rural decline.   

There is now the potential to reverse the exodus of people from many parts of Rural Ireland which 

has impacted negatively on business and job creation. In addressing this it is vital that the State leads 

by example and outlined in this proposal are some of the initiatives we believe can make a positive 

difference.  

15.2 Decentralisation of Civil Servants to the Regions 

Balanced regional development will only ever happen if the Government of the day decides to make 

it a priority. What Covid-19 has illustrated is how many jobs currently carried out in Government 

Departments in Dublin could just as easily be carried out in rural towns and possibly from home 

provided the infrastructure such as high-speed broadband is there. A properly planned 

decentralisation program could be a win-win for everyone.  

The influx of money coming from numerous wage packets can help to stimulate business 

development as well as supporting other local services that are there. In Dublin, there are clear 

benefits also in terms of congestion with regard to housing, traffic and schooling while the State 

should benefit financially as clearly the cost of office space in Regional towns will be considerably 

cheaper than similar space in Dublin. 

Of course, for those moving there is the prospect of a better quality of life which probably explains 

why there is unprecedented demand from civil servants wanting to move out of Dublin. This demand 

has been clearly illustrated by transfer requests inside the civil service between November 2017 and 

the end of January 2018 where 700 civil servants requested a move out of Dublin while only 29 

applied to go the other way.  

With regard to this, the INHFA are proposing that the Minister should in this budget signal his 

intent to commence a decentralisation program that will be rolled out over the next 5 years. We 

should also ask Civil servants working in Dublin if they would be interested in moving to a regional 

town where they would continue to work as a civil servant, on the same grade but not necessarily 

in the same department. They should also be asked if they had a preferred location/county to 

move to if interested in moving. From this, the Minister should be in a position by the Summer of 

2021 to announce preferred locations (that should be balanced throughout the country) and how 

to proceed with the plan.   
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16.1 Neighbourhood Watch & Good Samaritan 

With an increase in rural crime over the last number of years many people especially our senior 

citizens are feeling very vulnerable in their own homes. Over the years Neighbour Watch has worked 

in providing a level of security to our elderly and a deterrent to the criminals. Currently, there is no 

funding for these schemes which is a very poor reflection of Government policy. 

The INHFA are proposing the immediate reinstatement of funding for Neighbour Watch Schemes 

to 2008 levels. We are also requesting the establishment of a number of pilot schemes throughout 

rural Ireland to provide a monthly payment for those that are helping elderly neighbours. This help 

would consist of actions such as running errands, bringing them for their shopping and to church 

and generally looking out for them. The payment would be for non-relatives with payment rates 

based on pre-agreed action. 
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2022 Budget Submission 

17. Summary 

The proposals made in this submission can, if implemented deliver for our farmers, their 

communities and in doing so help drive economic activity that will boost the national 

economy. 

Income supports 

On the Rural Social Scheme we have outlined necessary changes to allowances, the ending 

of the 6-year cap on participation and the need to increase the number of places. 

On Farm Assist we have proposed radical changes to the means test including increased 

disregards for those participating in Agri-environmental schemes. We have also outlined 

how due consideration should be given towards PRSI contributions for participants. In 

addition to this, we have recommended the need for the piloting of 500 places (on a 

voluntary basis) for farmers to take up a basic income option. 

Farm Supports 

Suckler beef sector  

In Summer 2019 we launched a 10-point plan to help develop this sector. Since this, we 

have seen the allocation of €6m over 3 years towards the development and marketing of a 

Naturally Reared Suckler Beef Brand. The budget proposals we have outlined has sought an 

increase in this to deliver an annual budget of €4m. 

In direct support for our suckler sector (which is critical to rural Ireland and creates 52,000 

full-time jobs) we are looking for the continuation of the BDGP and an additional €100m for 

a welfare focused scheme to be paid through BEEP.  

Sheep Sector 

On supports for the sheep sector, we are calling for a new sheep welfare scheme (similar to 

the existing scheme) with an increased budget of €36m and paying up to €20 on each ewe. 

To assist farmers with cash flow we are recommending that 80% of the payment would be 

made by the 15th April each year. 
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We have also requested an additional €1m for the marketing of light lamb through Bord Bia.  

In relation to developing an Irish woollen industry which is essential in securing a better 

price for this product, we have outlined details relating to R&D funding with a budget 

request for €3m. 

Areas of Natural Constraint 

On the ANC we are recommending an increase in the budget allocation of €25m bringing it 

up to €275m and delivering these increased payments through our 3-point plan of front-

loading payments on the first 20ha, increasing the rate per ha and increasing the eligible 

hectares from 34 to 40ha. This additional funding will get farmers up to €5000. 

TAMS: We are looking for the introduction of new options more suitable for our suckler and 

sheep sectors. 

Agri-environmental Schemes 

We are seeking a one-year scheme with a budget of up to €100m for the many farmers that 

were frozen out of the new REAP. We are also looking for a roll-over of GLAS for all 

participants for 2022.  

Farm Safety 

As farm safety increases in importance, we are recommending the introduction of a 

voluntary scheme paying €100 to farmers on attendance at training. This proposal requires a 

budget of €8m. 

Forestry 

We are looking for changes in the subsidy payment, specifically in relation to the tree type, 

the duration of the subsidy and who can avail of it. On the latter, we believe it should only 

be available to genuine farmers. In relation to agroforestry increasing the term of payment 

for the subsidy from 5 to 20 years will encourage more participation in a scheme that has 

great potential. In addition, we are proposing that The Afforestation Scheme requirement to 

replant, following felling should be removed immediately for carbon-rich soils and wetlands. 

Climate Change and biodiversity loss  

These are two issues that will dominate for the foreseeable future. On this, we outlined 

concerns with regard to new designations and proposals to re-wet peat soils to help deliver 

on climate change commitments. We also outlined the need to address the unfair burden 

imposed on farmers and landowners through the current designations. At EU level the cost 
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of this burden has been assessed at €150/ha/year. Based on this the State now needs to 

provide a budget of €120m/year to be paid to farmers/landowners affected. The State will 

need to find a further €1.5bn to address the overdue payments for the last twelve years. We 

have suggested that this can be done over the next seven years with a budget allocation of 

€214m/year.       

Taxation 

We have called for continued relief on stamp duty at 1% for family transfers, on capital 

allowances we are seeking a full 100% tax write off in the first year for health, safety and 

environmental expenditure as opposed to a write off over eight years and see benefit in 

100% tax relief for IT equipment. We are looking for a full tax exemption for any payment 

received by farmers for training and on DIRT, exemption on profit from savings or 

investments of less than €50. On agricultural retirement relief, we are seeking the abolition 

of the 50% working hours’ requirement for the young farmer taking over as it discriminates 

against part-time farmers. We are also looking for the first €5,000 of farmers Farm 

Payments to be disregarded in calculating income in recognition of smaller cash payments 

made by farmers which is a vital support to businesses across rural Ireland. 

Rural Development 

Despite suggestions made by previous senior Public Servants, rural Ireland is a vital part of 

our economy but does need fair play. A starting point that is easily within the Governments 

control is where our Government departments and services operate from. We are 

recommending that the Minister should in this budget signal his intent to commence an 

ambitious decentralisation programme that will be rolled out over the next five years. In 

relation to protecting and reassuring those living in rural areas, we are recommending the 

reinstatement of funding for Neighbour Watch Schemes to 2008 levels.  

 

   


